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Abstract
In this study it comes under the observation that there is a big effect on employees through Leadership skills. These effective practices make stronger to organization and another aspect with this observation is to clearly justify the effect of styles in a different way like Democratic, autocratic, and participative style on employees for enhancing their performance. The main objective with great Guidance it was analyzed that obviously autocratic style has much effect on employee performance inside the organization. On other side the way of participative is quietly good for further efficiency raising up. This study is based on qualitative approach, whereas Secondary research is on prior behalf. The reason behind this study is to have further discussion widely on employees' performance as the readers can get bunch of knowledge about it. In secondary research it will be added to put data via reports general information magazines and general Journal. Making widely valuable to this article it came to know that there is greater impact of Leadership style on employees acts the role of behavior and its performance. Democratic style is highly useful beneficial for employees at all times while the participation style is also beneficial for employee’s performance on a long-term duration Few further recommendations are under the discussion in this thesis.
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1. Introduction:
The primary goal behind this research was to measure the impact of Leadership style only on employees’ performance. Here in the end will focus directly on the employees. This section describes the main contributions for this research, including (historical perspective, theory, and concept). All these sections mainly describe the problem statement, objectives, purpose, research question, hypotheses, and scope of research.

1.1. Historical Perspective.
Over the many years it comes to know that the Leadership has every time supported and created well morally, professionally, ethically, civilized effect on employees’ performance to manage appropriately their issues, problems, which are occurring inside the organization every next day. Latently with the passage of time the trends have been changed not accordingly all are followed like traditionally now a day, Human Resources Leadership a solemnly unit is opened in every sector or in company to have a complete focus, concentrate on employees’ performance. This method is related to Leadership style and effect on employees’ performance just because to re-improving activities of valuable assets which are often engaged in organization. (Kenneth 1998) states that Effective Leadership is usually very important for the organization to increase its demand value as they could operate well. Many types of styles are adopted only to keep maintain the atmosphere of employees and performance Administrative condition and cognitive way of approach exactly attracts to the better act through employees and making sure to keep them satisfy for raising up the level of well discipline along with performance. The consequences came as due to lack of cooperation, contribution appears as less efficiency of employees so the main matter a good direction does really affects to take up the greatness observation of employees’ activities previously it seems like poor quality was on a peak level just because of the due not dignified upon employees. Leadership was engaged to have only and only focus on admin branch not utilizing employees in appropriate not meeting with the need wants of employees. Now a days in every company or every sector is looking forward to fulfilling the required needs of employees.

1.2. Conceptual Perspective:
In this survey, there is a distinctive Leadership style of entitlement such as autocratic, democratic and participative as a free factor, and employees’ performance as a dependent variable. Based on their relationships, construct a theoretical model to examine which Leadership style is generally appropriate for the promotion of association representatives. Therefore, employees’ performance is considered functional, fulfillment of certain
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obligations, compliance with time constraints, team engagement and completion of departmental goals. The above should foster a skilled, professional, persuasive investment and a strong relationship of authority.

The suffix of these two terms (Leadership and employees’ performance) must be proven by style and method in order to produce effectiveness. In a survey, these variables are active and are undoubtedly, Carter (2008) Leadership is characterized as the ability to use administrative capacity to coordinate the implementation of measures and to achieve proposed hierarchical goals by arousing, triggering and persuading groups.

1.3. Theoretical Perspective
(Fred 1995) Gives an idea of Fiedler's Leadership contingency version concept, where he proposes that the overall performance of an effective employees depend on the correct set between. The Leader's Upper Limit Potential depends on the overall situational factor to the ability of the leader Desirable fashion, behavior, and a number of talented employees Fisher (1995). The concept demonstrates that leaders must take the most appropriate approach to the situation and stimulate the overall performance of their employees without delay have a greater understanding of Leadership including persuasion and clarification. In addition to limiting the ability to identify, affirm, and improve the organizational values expressed by supervisors.

Leadership expertise technical skills cultural awareness and different expertise and abilities It is not enough for a leader who can devote himself to public service. Strong supervisors are obliged to provide staff with guidance and expertise to guide them towards higher overall performance and lead them to professionalism to maintain quality. Taking care of all crew contributors is one of these first-class obligations. The emergence of managed cleanliness requirements promotes moderate and mature values.

1.4. Statement Of Problem
The overall performance of the employee includes the performance of the described responsibilities, set time for assembly employee competence and work efficiency and performance Organizations of all types need a strong Leadership style that can boost overall employees’ performance. Some of the problems faced by non-governmental organizations include passive innovation, low productivity, and failure to achieve overall performance goals. This type of problem arises because the strategic intervention of a particular Leadership style turns specific conditions into expectations. due to immediate problems This has become an issue that continues to affect the overall performance of the employees. That's why looking at a pleasant Leadership style in which surveys can inspire a person's overall performance. It is believed that competent employers come from sponsors or leaders of commercial enterprises. The strong Leadership concept is also based on world-class technology. Employees also believe they may need a heart pacemaker. And they must know that they are no longer at their peak. Must be a leader, but they need to be strong. Therefore, they need a strong boss who can bring humanity closer to adapting and improving overall efficiency.
1. How does a pacesetter carry out beneath Neath the attention of powerful overall performance of employees’ and firm?
2. How does leader’s effectiveness adjustments the overall performance?

1.5. Purpose
The purpose of observation is to evaluate the impact of specific leadership models (autocratic, democratic, and participation) on the overall performance of employees.

1.6. Specific Objectives
Study on the effectiveness of objective and experiential leadership. Learning without reason is meaningless. Part of the struggle is the introduction of best practices in leadership.
1. To discover the Leadership patterns that contributes to worker overall performance.
2. To provide an explanation for the connection among the powerful Leadership patterns and overall employees’ performance.
3. To realize the importance of Leadership patterns within the worker overall performance.
4. To increase the version that suggests courting amongst exceptional kinds of Leadership and worker overall performance.

1.7. Research Questions
1. How effective is the Leadership style on employee performance?
2. What are the consequences of effective Leadership?
3. What is the relationship between participative Leadership and employee performance in the organization?
4. What is the relationship between democratic Leadership style and employee performance?
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5. To what extent does authority affect the performance of employees in the organization?

1.8. Significance Of The Study:
Therefore, the end of this article will understand the existing ideas for creating information and data. Every planner can use this information and data to produce systems, schemes and plans that will deliberately lead to anomalies. Environment, up to the present. This survey will be useful to different analysts who can focus on understanding the compelling idea of Leadership by meeting the views expressed in the target area. The importance of this research is that different experts may choose to use the results of this research in future studies that will have a significant impact on society. The results of this survey can be used in different survey results and ultimately help understand business changes. Current research shows that it is powerful in many ways. Added to information gathering as the current area is being investigated for anomalies in Pakistan. No research has been found on the impact of Leadership methods in expanding Pakistani employee performance. Fully answer long-term questions about how to improve the performance of leaders.

1.9. Scope Of The Study
The research is about exploring autocratic, democratic and participative styles promote the performance of employees, including meeting characteristic obligations, complying with time constraints, and meeting departmental goals.

1.10. Literature Review
What is the Leadership here? What is the Leadership style? He then clarified the hypothetical structure and explained the impact of the three styles of authority (participatory, totalitarian and majority rule) on the implementation of the performance of employees.

1.11. Leadership
Leadership is the process by which a leader influences the behavior and actions of others in order to achieve a clear goal in a specific situation. Leadership is the ability of a supervisor to motivate his subordinates to work with determination and enthusiasm. Leadership can be defined as the ability to influence global acceptance of goals. Leaders need a vision for the future and the motivation to pursue and realize their dreams. As indicated Adair (2002), "Leadership is the capacity to convince others to look for characterized goals excitedly. It is the human factor which ties an assemble and to work on their presentation and to guide them towards objectives”
(Kourdi n.d.) proposes that Leadership is about managing and adapting to change. Emphasis is placed on a longer-term perspective and a higher perspective. Instead of continually trying to make sure you're actually facing the challenge. and focus on the person and their qualities. Not just the main focus.
(Collins 1995) Publishes an article on outstanding Leadership in the Harvard Business Survey. In the article titled "Leadership", "Most convertible executives have a combination of personal humility and confused professionals will... They are shy and cruel. Their core is strengthening rather than controlling employee productivity improvements.

1.12. Leadership Style
Leadership Style Business Authors Daniel (2002) Categorize Different Leadership Styles. They Propose That Leadership Styles Can Be Clarified, From Totalitarian Regimes To Justice To Inclusiveness, To Demonstrate The Power Of Leaders And Representatives And The Power Of Choice (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Leadership styles.](image)

1. Autocratic Approach
The autocratic style is explained by the rational "I tell.” autocratic leaders direct each employee. This can give the company reasonable advice. But it can cause Leadership to underestimate or ignore group participation.
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in any case An authoritarian approach is appropriate in some situations. This is important when a business is facing an emergency or a serious issue that requires a quick response.

2. Democratic Approach
   Democratic approach defined by "I share" logic. Selection is made within the group and each department has the same source of information. Martin is head of Tesco's UK training and competence development. People have a set of obligations related to cycles and norms. When making financial plans, Martin can use a Democratic approach.

3. Participatory Approach
   The proactive, participatory model involves everyone on the team to identify key goals, and create technology or systems to achieve these goals. In this view, participatory Leadership can be viewed as a form of Leadership, which relies heavily on leaders as facilitators. It's not just a claim or a mission. This well-designed positive pattern can be applied in any work environment. Volunteer Association and an amazing family form.
   One of the main advantages of participatory Leadership is that Interactions will consider promoting other executives, that may serve the association in the near future. Because leaders who like this style bring a dynamic connection to everyone on the team. Thus individuals are able to share their creativity and showcase talents and abilities that are not regularly seen. This well-designed positive pattern can be applied in any work environment.
   While everyone has their own style of leadership, the best chefs adopt a style appropriate to the occasion. They will consider several variables to come to a conclusion:
   a. Is a mission the foundation of a business? Do I have to choose immediately? How does it affect the business?
   b. Does the group have the right abilities and assets? Are you familiar with the selection?
   c. What was the previous standard for customization?

1.13. Theoretical Framework
   Fred (1995) proposed the Fiedler Leadership contingency model theory. He suggests that employee efficiency depends on proper black and white matching. A leader's Leadership abilities depend on contextual factors, including Leadership skills expected pattern and behavior and abilities of employees. This theory believes that leaders should use the most appropriate form of action and improve employee performance in a timely manner.

   Effective leaders are responsible for providing advice and sharing information so that employees can perform better and are experts in maintaining quality. He is also responsible for all team members and has high responsibilities. Introducing clear Leadership standards fosters mature core values, roles, and responsibilities. The environment affects the duties that leaders perform and how they are performed.

   According to Carter (2008), There are about three types of Leadership styles. He also describes the different aspects of each style that greatly affect employee productivity.

1. Autocratic/Leadership:
   Both of these conditions describe the type of leader who gives the orders and is expected to obey immediately without argument. Plans and policies are made independently of the team. Future reasons or intentions were not disclosed when the order was issued. Absolute leaders are not part of them at all, they only suggest.

2. Traits of autocratic style:
   All decision-making powers are their own. Requirements that cannot be met excessive discipline and punishment Don't let others question your decision or authority. It is not clear that you have the ability to criticize opinions, easily offend and offend him/take advantage of others as the focus of action. It is very competitive and useful in the short term.

3. Democratic/Passive:
   The leader of the Democratic style, the best theoretical leader, made no suggestion. But ask for the opinions of the group. The group was left to make democratic decisions and adopt a "rubber stamp".

4. Participative:
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Participatory Leadership is a style of Leadership in which employees are involved in the decision-making process. Dedicated leaders use this information to make decisions about group opinions. The group always understands the future. And changes to long-term policies are allowed to be discussed and proposed.

1.14. Effect Of Different Styles On Employee Performance

As pointed out by Marion Rush and Cole, partner leadership style has the most positive impact on employee performance. In this case, employees will feel efficient and confident when working and making decisions. Leaders have decision-making ability only when employees feel that their work and decision-making ability are insufficient. Democratic employees have a certain degree of discretion when completing tasks.

2. Research Methodology:

Researchers will examine this issue with explanatory perspectives and investigations using an interesting method, using group meetings and interviews. To illustrate this interesting survey, David, B. (2004) advises analysts as he expresses: A sample research technique is to collect information about the current state of existence. The rationale for using this strategy is to conceptualize the situation that exists at the time of the audit and to examine the impact of Leadership style on employee and organizational performance.

2.1. Data Collection:

Secondary Source: The second survey will be coordinated. The reason is that you can choose to have a full conversation with your readers. This will help them understand the problems and factors. Related. Again, the resources in the second survey will include past research reports, papers, journals and diaries. The findings contained in the diary and the information contained in the book will be used for secondary surveys. Translations are guided which can be interpreted in a qualitative manner.

2.2. Testing Unit:

The Executives clerks/non-clerks’ staff and other employees of Non-governmental organizations of Sukkur District sample unit of my research.

2.3. Hypothesis

(H1): There is no significant relationship between the effective Improving Leadership style and employee performance
(H2): Democratic Leadership style has a significant effect Employee performance
(H3): The style of autocratic Leadership has a significant impact on employee performance.
(H4): Participative Leadership style has a significant impact on employee performance.

2.4. Research Model

The model of the research (with independent variables, dependent variables, Leadership style) is defined in Figure 2.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Style</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocratic</td>
<td>Employee Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic</td>
<td>Executing defined duties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participative</td>
<td>Meeting deadlines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Achieving departmental goals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 2. independent variables, dependent variables, Leadership style
3. Data Analysis And Discussion

Leadership style has a significant impact and is conducive to some of the world's largest private companies and corporations. These styles affect everyone. From senior managers to new competitors, employees and startups have built a corporate culture that influences employee engagement and the success of scheduled project managers.

Leadership style indicates behavior and elimination of pioneers in Leadership and governance. This is the result of the character, understanding, thinking, and judgment of the leaders. The way well-trained professionals speak has been further developed to understand the nature of the Leadership. Various situations require unique Leadership styles. When short-term understanding and quick work are required, an autocratic Leadership style may be best if the appointed leader has more insight or ingenuity than the other members of the team, although it is very dynamic, and degree adjusted. with the same talent in the team A more inclusive and democratic model could be more successful. This style should be the most successful one based on the team's goals, and at the same time aligning the interests of team followers and colleagues under the guidance of a strong leader.

3.1. Autocratic Style

(Milgron, P., & Holmstrom 1991), also known as the authoritarian Leadership, said the autocratic style was clearly a feature of the distinction between Leadership and employees. The Leadership of autocratic chose to represent almost zero tolerance. These Leadership are more confident, more confident, and better at the dynamic imperatives of the system plan and the work of their fellows. While discoveries show that Leadership vanguards were not as innovative as modernity. trendy. Adair (2005), only one person has full position and control over supporters or employees. His choice will be seen and considered extraordinary. Guides should never be unraveled by anyone, nor hindered by anyone. It has regulations for every achievement, and its devotees are limited to studying or following principles. Therefore, Leadership control it completely. This is valuable when quick and fast selection and performance is required.

(Dawson 2002) said the Leadership style can show extraordinary results in a short time. However, in the long run, unreasonable use of electricity will degrade efficiency. People either become exhausted, disappointed and leave, or they become distracted by the monotonous work of the murmur drums without creativity and progress, or simply become unmotivated.

(Heneman, R., & Gresham 1999) are under the Leadership of the dictatorship, all their motivations combined and, like a tyrant, in the hands of the vanguard. These Leadership do not seek any ideas and motivation from devotees. It is not effective because it is not a solid source of inspiration for managers and employees. This style allows for fast dynamics. These Leadership will not take any advice from their workers. They recognize that Leadership should only make one decision, and delegates should only follow them and may or may not follow. This type of Leadership is not very flexible and may be a reason why delegates lost their inspiration.

(Ittner, C. 2002) autocratic style of Leadership led to unstable discussions, so the creativity and Leadership of the representatives became prohibitive, and all this involved day-to-day monotonous work. Because Leadership have power, there are opportunities to abuse and distort workers. This style limits correspondence and social interaction in the workplace. There are warm workplaces, everyone needs a very polite and informal organization. If the assembly or organization is supported by autocratic leaders, it will also cause many conflicts.

3.2. Democratic Leadership Effects

According to Ittner, C. (2002)Milgron, P., & Holmstrom (1991), this style is often seen as an advantage by most organizations. This style tolerates and earns the contribution of a single colleague while allowing Leadership to provide guidance and assistance to the center. However sincere these Leadership were in clamoring for the workers' meeting, they did not insist on their activities and mandates.

(Heneman, R., & Gresham 1999) promoted sharing of responsibilities, designated activities, and ongoing discussion under most rule styles. In this style, the leader provides opinions and suggestions on every important issue and choice, successfully delegates tasks to subordinates, gives them full control and a sense of responsibility for those causes, and encourages others to be acceptable Leadership, employee development. This encourages employees to take more responsibility for breaking down goals and implementing them in a way that meets time constraints.

(Kirega n.d.) Evaluated employee perceptions of senior and senior leadership teams, pointing out that this style focuses on harnessing the skills, experiences and ideas of others. However, for the leader or director who adopts this style, the end result is still in the hands of the leader. The initial contribution of those affected is commendable that they will not make a major choice if they do not have appropriate recognition and representation obligations. This Leadership style is suitable for current and long-term presentations and can be used for commercial projects.
Debashis, C., & Senge (2002) Suggestions for when Lenovo requires imaginative critical thinking
Introduce an association or office to prepare individuals for influential positions and careers every day. This format provides certainty to delegates. This will help them meet time constraints and department goals for effective data clustering.

3.3. Participative Leadership Effects

(Waggoner n.d.) said it looked like a successful election, compared to other general styles, appointed leaders rarely make decisions. In most cases, leave it to the employees. These leaders assign responsibilities to employees and advise loyal colleagues.

(Graver, K., & Austin 1995) It means that the participative model is temporarily useless. in any case This type of link is more useful for linking in longer time frames. This benefit is enhanced by greater accountability and delegation of business and department goals.

(Northouse, 2001) Northouse believes in participatory initiatives: Leadership invites and encourages colleagues to play an important role in the decision-making process. But the decisive motivation lies in Leadership. Will the leader recommend employees? More importantly, how do you do it? In turn, agents communicate their experiences, ideas, and suggestions to leaders. The main advantage of this leadership style is that it can impress successful leaders and talented employees. It stimulates imagination, opens up the workplace and continues to support creativity. The only drawback of this driving style is that it is particularly boring.

(Mullins, 2002) Kerr (1975) participatory Leadership, takes into account the progressive interaction and behavior of additional Leadership who may serve unity in the future or at some point in the future. Since Leadership supporters who support this style state that this pioneer supports dynamic contributions to the workers in the group, individuals rarely express their imagination, and the expression does not under any circumstances indicate their abilities and talents.

4. Conclusion

As Myron Rush and Cole explained, participatory leadership styles have a more positive impact on employee performance. In this situation, employees feel empowered and confident in doing their job and making different decisions. In an autocratic style, leaders have the right to make decisions only when employees feel inferior in their work and decision-making. Democratic-style employees have a certain sense of accomplishment to get their work done, so their performance is better than an authoritarian style.

4.1. The Autocratic style is appropriate
When new employees are unfamiliar, they don’t know enough about their job
If employees often abuse their authority
When an employee violates company regulations
Be the only person responsible for decision making and implementation

4.2. The Democratic style is appropriate
When the organization needs to solve problems positively
When the organization conducts a planning meeting for the operational progress of the department
When the organization trains people for leadership roles
When you need to do your daily organizational tasks well and efficiently

4.3. The participative style is appropriate
When the organization has competent and talented team members
When planning a meeting to improve the company or department
When the company holds an evaluation meeting
When you motivate the best performers in your organization
When you need an innovative and creative job

4.4. Recommendations

a. In admire of the above conclusion, the democratic leadership style in non-governmental Organizations might similarly empower their employees via way of means of growing groups and in accordance a few degrees of strength and authority to their employees. In this way, employees might ignite their potentials, experience a part of an organization and carry out maximally for the organization.
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leadership until in conditions in which it's miles necessary. The researcher similarly endorsed that it turned into crucial for the non-governmental Organizations to expert overall performance hints that create an experience of duty to employees.
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